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SUMMARY 

. An approximate analysis is given of a turbulent wall-jet beneath a stream 
moving at ocmatant ve1ooity. The results of this analysie are used to predict 
the drag of a cylindrical afterbody immersed in the jet from a front fan with 
short oowl at subsonio flight speeds. Graphs are presented tiioh allow rapid 
evaluation of afterbody drag for a range of jet pressure ratios and nacelle 
geanetrles. 

*Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 67144 - A.R.C. 29545. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The advent of turbofan engines mth short front cowls has seen an 
increase in the difficulty of predicting nacelle drag. The nacelle afterbody, 
which produces a considerable proportion of the total nacelle drag, is now 
isolated from the free stream by the annular jet from the fan. The result is 
a high skin-friction drag on the afterbody due to the high velocity of the fan 
Jet, and a flow field which in the general case is difficult to analyse with 
confxlence. 

This Paper concentrates on a single aspect of the problem: the 
posslbllity that the decay of Jet velocity due to mixing between Jet and free 

stream might lead, over the rear of the afterbody, to some alienation of this 
high friction drag. For a given nacelle configuration afterbody drag is 
determined and presented as a fraction of what it would be if' there were no 
nnxing between Jet and free stream. The governing parameters are the ratio of 
afterbody length to inztial depth of jet and the velocity ratio between jet 
and free stream. 

The treatment is confined to fully expanded Jets flowing at constant 

pressure over cylindrical afterbodies, and 1s derived from an analyst of the 
flow of a turbulent wall-jet into still air. Because drag reductions in most 

practical cases turn out to be small or non-existent, the approximate nature 

of some parts of the analysis is thought not to be an important limitation. 

2 OUTLINE OF TREATMENT 

When fully expanded, the outlet stream from B front fan is ~&ally a 
uniform Jet with the same static pressure and temperature* as the external 
stream, but with a higher velocity. The flow field produced by the interaction 
between this jet, the wal.l and the external stream is illustrated in Fig.1. 

For a distance xc downstream of its exit plane the jet retains an 

irrotatlonel core of veloaty u.. 
J 

The boundary layer on the wall and the 
shear layer between Jet and free stream eat into this core until at x the c 
edges of the two layers meet. Thereafter the maximum velocity of the jet 
diminishes with distance and the flow passes through a short transitional 
region to emerge with the propertIes of a fully developed Wall-Jet. ThlS 

latter type of flow then persists for some appreciable distance downstream. L 

*In section 4.2 we note that m practice, because of losses in the fan, there 
1s not exact equality of temperatures. 



Eventually, at large distances, the graving boundary layer on tie wall 
submerges the jet and finally, at very large distances, all influence of the 
jet on the character of the flow vanishes. In the present context there is 

no praotical interest in these later stages of the flow, and so the treatment 
is not taken beyond the fully developed wall-jet region. 

We begin by developing a treatment of the drag which a twdimensiad. 
inacmpressible jet flowing into still air exerts on its adjacent wall. This 
treatment is then extended to apply to Jets beneath streams movingwith con- 
stant velooity. Finally, the modifications needed to make it applicable to 
compressible flows around cylindrical afterbaSes are discussed, ad the 
results sre presented in a form convenient for making drag estimates. 

It has to be assumed at the outset that vorticity shed from the fan 
will have no signifYcant effect on the mixing between Jet and free stream, or 

on the wall shear stress. We can then treat the Jet flow as initially 
irrotational, and so make use of empirioal relations obtained in other studies 
of this type of flow. For simplicity it is assumed that the initial boundary 

layers at the jet exit plane sre negligible, and the region of transition 

between the partly irrotational Jet and the fully developed wall-jet is also 
neglected. Other assumptions needed sre discussed as they arise in the text. 

3 WALL-JET DRAG IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL INCOMR?ESSlBLE FJXW 

3*f Wall-Jet in still air 

Fig.2 shows typical profiles of mean velocity end shear stress measured 

by Bradshaw and Gee' in a fully developed turbulent wall-jet flowing into still 
air. Our present ouncern is the wall shear stress z and its dependeme on 

W 

the other properties of the profile. We shall denote conditions at the 

velooity maximum by the subscript m, and call the region between the velooity 
maximum and the wall the "inner layer". 

Bradshaw and Gee found that the friction coefficient T& puz and an 
u Y 

inner layer Reynolds number- satisfied a relation of the form 

(1) 
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They noted that the ounstents A and a which gave the best fit to 
their measurements differed from those appropriate to the boundary layer on a 
flat plate. Their observed Reynolds number dependency broadly agmea with the 
results of Sigalla2 (though he found values of A d a frczn conventional 
boundary-layer relations to be &equate) and those of R.P. Patel'. 

We may note In passing that the prediotion by Sohware and Cosart', that 
'F ?/ & pui is oonstent in a given wall-jet flow, is not borne out by these 
experimental results. However, Schware and Cossrt mde their prediotion on 
the asswnption that the flow was self-preserdng. By revealing a streamvise 
variation in% wf- 2 2 pu,, the experiments of Refs.l-3 imply that true self- 

preservation does not extend to the inner part of a wall-jet. 

Accepting that equation (1) desoribes the dependenoy of %w on the 
Reynolds number of the inner layer, we now need to predict the streamwise 
developlnent of this Reynolds number. To this end we shall treat the inner 
layer as aboundary layer, with displacement and momentum thicknesses 
defined as: 

(2) 

The momentum 
Appendix A, is: 

as 
dx 

integral equation for the region 0 < y < ym, derived in 

7 T 
= L-2 1 du 

Pu; fJ% 
-E y -60-28 

2+-13x m [ 1 . 

The second and third terms on the r.h.s. of this eqmticm, though 
anitted in Lawrenc&s5 treaixnent. of nacelle drag, me both of the same order 
as the wall shear stress term. Furthermore, since du/ay is zero at y,,,, the 
determination of 2, appears difficult. (For one thing, eddy visoosity 
arguments are of no uss.) 



However, fraothe experimental shear stress distribution of Bradahaw 
and Gee (Fig.2), m me that shear atresa variation over the inner region ie 
olosely linear. Thus it is a fairly good approximation to write 

z -z s-y a7 
w m may l 0, 

Also, the etreamwise equation of motion 

au au ,L!.iE! 1 a% 
us+vG = p ax4pz 

reduoes at ym to 

combining equations (3), (4) and (5) we &hin 

as ' d", (6* + 28) .3x = -Qx 

(5) 

Iae 1 du -2 (a 4 2) . 
Tz = -73 

Since the streamwiae variation of H (= 6*/e) in the inner layer of 
wall-jet flow is small, H + 2 is effectively oonstant and equation (6) maybe 
integrated to give 

(7) 

where subsoripts I and 2 refer to two stream&se stations. 

A further consequence of the almost constant haps of the inner velo- 
0ityprofYl.e is thatyd0 remains approdmatelyoonstantandeq~tion(1) may 
be written 

(8) 
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Combining equations (7) and (8) we obtain 

z 
“2 Urn2 B 

-E - , 
7 

( ) 
u 

wl T 

(9) 

where P = 2+(H+l)a , (10) 

and the drag of the wall may be obtained if the streamwise distribution of um 
is know?l. 

In a later section a value of 2.36 is chosen for P. We may thus note 
that a fall in zw is due mostly to streamwise decay of pu2m and is only weakly 

UO 

affeoted by variation of + . Hence the unoertainty involved in evaluating 
vm fran equation (4) is not crucially important to the prediction of surface 
drag. 

3-2 Extension to flow beneath an external stream 

It is assumed at the outset that the analysis of the preceding section 
may be applied without change to wall-jets beneath moving streams. 

In effect, this is largely the assmption that equation (4) still holds 
in this case. Clearly it fails in the limit where the velocities of jet and 
external stream are equal and duddx is zero. Nevertheless, for the inter- 
mediate case where the free stream velocity and the exoess velocity of the jet 

are of the sams order, it is suggested that it provides an aoceptable, simple 
approach to the unknown T d pui in equation (3). 

Given this asslrmpticn, and a value for the exponent B in equation (V), 
the problem is reduced to determining the streamwise distribution of u . For m 
wall-jets at high Reynolds number beneath moving streams there is a soarcity 
of experimental data, ard prediction of these flows necessitates an element 
of speculation. 

Here the problem is approached by postulating that in the limit of very 
high Reynolds number the flow tends towards that cm one side of the plane of 

symmetry of a free jet. In effect, we regard the wall-jet as a perturbation 

of this free jet flow. The boundary conditions 7 = 0, u E umax on the axis of 

the free jet are changed to 'c = TV, u = 0 by the presence of the wall. The 

peak velooity now ooours some distance away from the axis end is less thsn the 
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peak velocity of the original jet. It is argued, however, that at high 
Reynolds number this distance beocanes small and the differenae between umax 
and urn vanishes. 

For free jets, Reynolds number is generally disoounted as a signifioant 
parameter. Dimensional snalysis then suggests that a relation exists of the 
form 

U 
L!i= XI 
U f( ) 

A 
* 

where ue is the velooity of the external stream, x1 is distance fran an 
effeotive origin, aid 

1 2h = excess manentum flux of jet x - 

= &Ed 3-i 
( > u u e e 

(11) 

(12) 

here 2h is the width of the jet and uj is its initial velooity. 

The reoent experimental results of Bradbury and Riley' have been used 
to define equation (11) for the range of undue which is of interest here. 
Fig.3 shows these results. For the present purpose they have been fitted 
with the empirical relation* 

3! 

-0.555 
e 1 + 3.8 f 

0 
. 

U 
e 

(13) 

It will be assumed that at high Reynolds numbers this expression provides 
a reasonably accurate dasoription of the decay of peak velooity in the case of 
a wall-jet also**. Fran equations (i'), (9) and (13) the important inner-layer 
parameters may now be evaluated through the region of fully-developed wall-jet 
flow. To canplate the analysis, a treatment is needed of the region 

* The exponent of distance in equation (13) is the sams as that suggested by 
Sahwarz and Cosart far the still-air wall-jet. This is fortuitous and 
probably not particularly significant. 

**Because of wall friction, the excess momentum of the jet slowly decays with 
distance frcm the orifiae. A is evaluated fran its initial value. 
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immediately downstream of the orifice where the jet retains an irrotational 
core. 

3.3 The irrotational oore 

The flow field prduoed. by s jet beneath a stream is illustrated in 
Fig.1. For a distance x0 downstream of its exit plane the jet retains a oore 
of irrotational flow of velocity u 

ii 
* At xc the outer edge of the wall bound- 

ary-layer meets the inner edge of the free shear-layer between jet ad stream, 
and thereafter a wall-jet flow develops with its virtual arigin a distance 
x.1 - x upstream of the jet exit. 

The transitional region inrmediately downslresm of xc, where u,,, < uj but 
the wall-jet flow is not fully developed, will be negleoted for the sake of 
simplicity. So too will the boundary layers on the nacelle and inside the 

nozzle upstream of the jet exit plane. Thus the wall boundary-layer and the 
free shear-layer are assumed to originate at the jet exit plane, and at their 

point of confluence x0 the flow is assumed to be that of a fully developed 
wall-jet. 

The rate of encroachment of the shear-layer on the irrotationalcare of 
the Jet, i.e. the rate at which it entrains high velocity fluid, is taken fran 
a result derived in Ref.7 and elsewhere. Writing this as F (the shear layer 
spreads into the jet core at sn angle tan-IF) we have, in the present 
notation 

F = @$+)c"ju:ue) . (14) 

The growth of the wall boundary-layer is non-linear and weakly dependent 
onReynolds number. However, since the range of Reynolds numbers of praotioal 
interest is not large, the rate of growth of this layer is taken as a oamtant. 
For the turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate at a length Reynolds rider 
of 107, 

6 

0 
x 

n 0.015 . 
0 

(For a flat plate boundary layer S/0 P IO - a one-seventh power law gives 

7/72 - ma e/x 3 0.0015 at Rx = 107.) 

($5) 
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Then, einoe from Fig.1 

h = 6o+Fxo , 

we obtain from equations (14) ad. (15) 

h = +(g)(y)+ 0.015 . X0 
Now, if the wall-jet is fully developed at xc, we may write equation (13) 

(17) 

where h is given by equation (12). 

Thus, given the ratio of jet and free stream veloaities and the orifice 
height h, we can determine x0 from equation (17) and x; (and hence the 
virtual origin of the wall-jet flow) from equations (18) and (12). Finally, 

the stream&se distribution of urn ia obtained frm equation (13). 

3.4 Surface drag 

For the drag of that part of the surface beneath the irrotational core, 
we take a conventional "power law" skin friction relation. 

Equations (6.17, 12) and (6.17, 13) of Duuoan, Thorn and Young' give: 

(19) 

where Cf and CF are the respective local and average values of the skmn- 
friction coefficient. 

From equations (19) it follows that: 

6 Drag per unit span of region beneath rrrotational core E - Tcxc . 
5 ( 20) 



II 

If the length of the entire surfaoe is L, our reference drag is that 
of this surface entirely submerged in a uniform flow with the properties which 
the jet had initially, i.e. 

6 6 x l/6 
Referenoe drag = 5 'LL = T ",L 9 

0 
. (21) 

Now, frown equation (9), we have 

Drag per unit span beneath fully-developed wall-jet = 7o 

The distribution of un(uj 1s obtalned frae equation (i3), with the 
virtual origin of the wall-jet flow given by equations (17) and (18). The 

exponent g, given by equation (IO), has been determined from the work of 
R.P. Pate13. He found a to be approximately q/6 arxl fitted a one-eleventh 
power law to his inner-layer velocity profiles. The resulting values of H 
and g are 1.18 and 2.36 respectively. 

Equation (22) has been integrated on a computer fcr a range of I/h and 

ufiem The drag of the irrotational care region (equation (20)) has been 
added, and the total divided by the reference drag (equation (21)). In Fig.4 

this quotient is plotted against wh for a series of values of u j/ue' 

4 APPLICATION TO 'RJR FI'IGIIQ IROBLEU 

4.1 Axial symmetry 

The preceding analysis has been confined to planar flows. Since it is 
also confined to flows at constant pressure, its extension to treat axi- 

symmetric flows is effectively restricted to the case of cylindrical after- 
bodies. Thus radial convergence or divergence terms do not enter the analysis, 
and it may be used es it stands provided the afterbody diameter 1s large can- 
pared with the thickness ym of the inner layer. In all oases of praotical 

interest this will be ao. 

4.2 Compressibility 

The application of the analyst to ccmpressible flows requires further 
speculation. There is scme evidence 9,10,11,12 that the spatial distribution 
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of velocity within turbulent boundary layers and shear layers is much less 
affected by ccmpressibility than the use of a compressibility transformation 

(e.g. Ref.13) would suggest. Acoordingly, by expressing quantities such as 
mixing rates as fun&ions of the spatial velocity distribution, the effeots 
of conpressibility are substantially reduced if not eliminated. 

On this basis we might suggest that the ccmpressible problem, provided 
it is stated in terms of its geaaetry L/h and the jet/free stream velocity 
ratio u 

j/ 
ue, reduces to an incompressible problem to which the results of 

section 2 may be applied unchanged. 

One worthwhile simplification is however possible. Because of the work 
Input by the fan, the total temperatures of jet snd free stream are different. 
But, since the static pressures of jet and free stream are equal, an3 since 

the fan process is nearly isentropic, the static temperatures of jet and free 
stream are very nearly equal, Thus 

&!!A . 
u M e e 

( 23) 

It is suggested therefore that Mach number ratio, which is readily 
evaluated frcm the fan pressure-ratio, be taken as the equivalent, to the 
incompressible velocity ratio u 

j/ue 
in Fig.4. 

4.3 Under-expanded jets 

Strictly speaking, under-expanded jets, involving as they do pressure 
gradients downstream of the jet exit, are beyond the scope of the analysis. 
However, far large values of L/h these pressure gradients may not have an 
important effect on the total afterbody drag. If the analysis were to be 

applied to such jets, one unportant point should be noted: The orifice height 
h is not the actual height at the jet exit, but the height that would be 
necessary to pass the fan mass-flow if it were correctly expanded to free 

stream static pressure*. Similarly Mj is theMach number the jet flow would 

attainwhen fully expanded. 

“We mxght expect some alteration to equation (16) to be necessary. However, 
the rates of grcwth of the boundary layer and free shear layer are probably 
only weakly influenced by the expansion process and there seems no simple way 
of allowing for this influence. Since this partxular application of the 
analysis becones increasingly approximate as L/h diminishes, the further 

approximation of using equation (16) as It stands ~sthoughtto be ununportant. 
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4.4 Reference drag 

Finally, for the partxular case of a constant-pressure cylindrical 
afterbody, we may derive a simple approldmate expression for its reference 

drag in terms of the properties of the free stream and the Mach number of the 
fan jet. 

First we note that, since the statio pressure in jet ad Pee stream 
are equal, 

3i=g2. 
qe C> e 

(24) 

Also, as observed in section 4.2, the static temperatures of the two 
streams are very nearly equal; therefore their kinematic viscosities are 

also nearly equal ard 

jet unit Reynolds number 
free-stream unit Reynolds nuder 

,& > . 
ue e 

( 25) 

To predict skin-friotion coeffioient we follow Appendix C of the paper 
byScmmer and Short 14 . The analysis is simplified by assuming that: 

(i) visoosity is proportionalto temperature; 

(ii) skin-friotion aoeffioient varies inversely as the one-sixth power 
of Reynolds number (equations (19)); 

(iii) recovery factor at the wall is 0.9. 

If the skin-friction law for incompressible flow is written 

cF 
= i-J-@ , 

(26) 

it is readily shownfran Sanmer and Short that, for zero heat transfer, 

reference drag per unit span 

4 pj u;L 
= CFj = cRj 4 (, + 0.116 ?d2)-2/3 . (27) 

j 

Similarly, for a oylinder of the same length as the afterbody immersed 

in the free stream, 



drag per unit span in free stream = 
2 

c =CR 46 (1 + 0.116 M')-~~ . 
4 p, u,L 

Fm Q) 00 

. . . (28) 

Noting equations (24) and (25), and assmning that Me = M,, we now have 

reference drag per unit span 
1 2 
2 PmUooL 

=cm . (29) 

In Fig.5 CER/CFm is plotted against M 
;sb", 

for three values ofM,. 

To predict afterbody drag, the average skin-friotion coefficient CFoo 
is determined fran the Reynolds number of the afterbody at free stream 
conditions (in a manner consistent with the drag estzhnates for the rest of the 

aircraft), Cm is then evaluated fran equation (29) or Fig.5, and total 
friction coefficient, including wall-jet effeots, finally estimated from 

Fig.&. 

5 DISCUSSION 

From Fig.5 it is apparent that the high-velocity stream from a front fan 

increases afterbody friction drag per unit wetted area appreciably. The main 

result of the present analysis, Fig.4, is that the alleviation of afterbody 

drag due to wall-jet effects will be small in most practical situations. 

The analysis is essentially approximste. The major assumptions are: 

(i) that equation (4) holds good for a wall-jet of moderate velocity 

ratio u Id ue; 

(ii) that equation (13) adequately describes the decay of peak 
velocity of such a jet; 

(iii) that the method of determining the virtual origin of the wall- 

jet (section 3.3) is realistic; 

(iv) that the allowance for ocmpressibility effects (seotxon b2) is 

realistic. 

A further important assumption, mentioned in section 2, is that ths 

vortioity shed fran the fan will have no significant effect on either the 

. 
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mixing between jet and free dream or on the relationship between Of and RS. 
This msy well be in error, and an early experimental assessment of it would 
seem advisable. 

To oheokthe remaining asemptions would require a ooneiderable experi- 
mental programe. In Ita absence, we my observe tiat in most praotical cases 
wall-jet effects me likely to be small and the apwoximate nature of the wall+ 
jet analysis therefore relatively unimportant. 

Finally, attention is drawn to Appendix B in which the experimental wark 
of Lawrenoe5 is discussed. No firm explanation of the difference between 
thee experiments and the present theory is offered, but reservations mncern- 
ing the aocuraoy of the experiments are made. Acoordingly, wa suggest that 
until these differences are resolved the present theory offers the more 
relzlable basis for performance estimates. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The drag of a two-dimensional turbulent wall-jet beneath a moving 
stream in incanpreasible flow at constant pressure has been analysed. 

The results of this analysis are applied to the drag of a oyUd.rical 
afterbody immersed in the jet frcmn a frcmt fan with short cowl. 

Graphs are presented which allow rapid evaluation of afterbody drag for 
a range of jet pressure ratios and nacelle geanetries. 

In most praotioal situations, the drag reduotion over the afterbcdy due 
to mixing between the fan jet and free stream is likel,y to be small or non- 
existent. 
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Appendix A 

THEMOMENTUM INTEGRALEQUATION FORTH33 WAIL-JET INNEX IAYW 

Consider the flovr between the wall end ym, the loous of the velooity 
maxinnun. We maywrite the oontinuity and streemwise momentum equations 
respectively 

ym 
d 

d 

ay 
Tii uay+vm-um~m = 0 

ay 
whence, ellminatingv m - um$, 8% have 

ym Y 
d 'c 7 

ax 
6 

u2ay - I$/& 
i! 

uay+A-2 s 0 . 
P P 

But 0 is defined by 

u;e = u m 

(A-1) 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

whiah yielda on differentiation 

Ym 

I 
0 

U&‘+um& )&y-$ ~u2dy . (A-5) 

Combining equations (A-3) ad (A-5) we obtain 

Tw - 'rn u-z 
mdx P 

-2~ es.2 
Ym 

2 de 
m dx 

d 

udy . (A-6) 

. 

. 
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But 

i 

'JJh-, finally, we have 

Jill 

d 
u dy = urn (y - 6*) . 

m 

g =w - Tm 1 d", 
dx= 

+-- 
pui %I dx 

[%I 
-P-28] . 

. , 

.I 

17 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

. 
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Appendix B 

EXPERlNWl!S BY R.L. LAWRENX . 

The most widely reported experjmental study of this prcblem is by 
Lawrenoe5. He measured the friction drags of cylindrical sfterbcdies immersed 
in jets with Maoh numbers (fully expanded) ranging frcm 1.05 to 1.62. Drag 
was obtained with the Jets exhausting both into still air and into a Mach 0.8 
stream. All jets were under-expanded, being sonlo at their exit plane. 

The divergence between Lawrence's experiments and the predxtions of 
this Report are suoh that detailed comparisons are hardly Justified. Firstly, 
scatter of the data is such that no firm test of the predicted variation of 
dreg with L/h, Fig.& is possible. Secondly, and more important, the observed 
variation of drag with jet Mach number differs significantly from that deduced 
fran Fig.5. 

This point is illustrated m Fig.6, where Lawrence's measured values of 
the friction coefficient CFj ( e ua q t ion (27)), for the case when the irrota- 
tional core of the Jet extends beyond the afterbody, spe plotted against Jet 
pressure ratio. Also shown are values predicted by the method of Saanmer and 
Short. C 

Fj 
1s effectively the drag coefficient of a flat plate, so for fully 

turbulent boundary layers we may expect these predictions, in particular their 
trend with pressure ratlo, to be faxrly reliable. The opposite trend shown 
by the data might therefore be taken as an itiicaticn of some anomalous 
feature in the experiments. 

Lawrence himself notes the high drag in tests at high pressure ratio 
with some surprise. He suggests the high turbulence level in a wall Jet, 
aggravated by a high initial turbulence level in his experiments due to turn- 

ing the Jet flow through 180’ in its approach to the nozzle, as a possible 
explanation. Hcwever, the high turbulence in a f'ully developed wall-jet is 
irrelevant to C Fj' Further, if the turbulence level of the initial Jet flow 

was having an influence, we should expect it to affect the trend of overall 

&af3 Cm with L/h (the experiments were performed by varying h and thus the 
contraction ratio of the orifice) but not the trend of C . with pressure ratio 

FJ 
(since the orifice was always choked, varying pressure ratio with h constant 
changed densities but not velocities in the supply pipe). The experimental 

trend of CET with L/h does not suggest that initial turbulence was an 

important factor. 

. 
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Three other possible explanations are: a systematio error in drag 
measurement which was a function of jet pressure, appreciable movement of the 
transition position with varying jet pressure, or sane effect of the flow 
acceleration from the sonio throat to its fully expanded state. The latter 
seems unlikely, since the region of flow adjustment was not particularly large, 
and in any case it is not obvious that the drag in the adjustment region shoud 
be greater than the drag over the same length of surface in a fully expanded 
flow. On the other hand, the trend of the data is qualitatively consistent 
with transition movement, even though both the absolute msgnitdes of and the 
relative variations in C 

FJ 
seem rather large to be explained in these terms. 

Reynolds number per foot varied between 6.5 and 13.5 million for jet pressure 
ratios between 2.0 and 4.4, and sfterbcdy lengths were 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 ft. 
Lawrence however gives no inf'ormation on transition position. 

The third of the above explanations, error in drag measurement, is also 
qualitatively oonsistent with the data. Moreover, precise measurements of 
friction drag using a balance beoane particularly difficult whe31, as seems to 
have been the case in Lawrence's experiments, appreciable pressure forces have 
to be allowed for. 

A good check of this type of balanoe result odd. be provided by using 
surfaae pitot tubes to measure 1walws.U shear-stress. At the same time a 
fair indication of the posltiun of transition, and of the vsriaticm of 
wall shear-stress through the transition region, could be obtained. In =Y 
future experiments of this type, therefore, it would seem impartant not tomisa 
the opportunity of obtaining an independent test of the balance results by 
means of this technique. 

For the present, we must aooept that the trend of C 
Fj 

with pressure ratio 
observed by Lawrence could well be caused by transition mwement or by a 
systematic error in drag measurement or both. In such circumstances it is 
difficult to feel oonfident that these results can be meaningfully extra- 
polated to aircraft scale. Aoaordingly their use in performance calculations 
is viewed with sane reservation. 

. 
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A 

B 
C I 
cf 

OF 

% 

%=J 

%t 

OFT 

F 

h 
H 

L 
M 

P 

9 
R, Rx 

Re 

u 
v 3 
x 

Y 3 

X’ 

a 

B 
s 

8' 
e 

h 

Y 

P 

constants in skin-frictian/Reynolds number relations, equations (I), 
(8) and (26) 

local skin-friction coefficient 

average skin-friction coefficient 

equation (27) 

equation (28) 

equation (29) 

2 total dterbdy drap, 

P, & 
' afterbody ciromferenoe 

rate of entrainment of jet core by free shear layer in the region 
x< x 

C 

initial height of fully expanded Jet 
inner-layer shap parameter (= &+/e) 

length of afterbody 
Mach number 
pressure 

clynamio pressure & pu2 
length Reynolds number 

momentum thickness Reynolds number 

oanponenta of velocity in x and y directions 

co-ordinates respectively along and nomalto surface 

streamvise co-ordinate with origin at virtual migin of wall-jet flow 

exponent in skin-friation/Reynolds number relation, equation (1) 
equation (10) 
boundary-layer thiokness (x < x0) 

inner-layer displacement thickness 
inner-layer momentum thickness I) 

equations (2) 

Jet "excess manentum thickness", equation (12) 

kinematic viscosity 
density 

. 

. 

T shear stress 
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subscripts 

SYMBOLS (ContcL) 

0 denotes conditions at limit of irrotational core (Fig-l) 
e denotes properties of the external stream 

J denotes properties of the jet irrotational core 

L denotes conditions at domstrem end of afterbody 

m denotes conditions at the velocity maximum in wall-Jet flow 
(x > x0) 

0 denotes stagnation conditions 

w denotes oonditions at the wall 
m denotes free stream conditions 
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